Powering the Second-generation 9700 Series Modules

Powering the second-generation 9700 Series modules is a matter of connecting the
free ends of their power supply connecting cable directly to a power supply or
connectors to match a power supply's or a means of distribution. This deviates from
the original 9700 Series daisy-chained, tandem 4ckt dc power connection areas, with
one 4ckt area being eliminated — each module is linked to the supply, instead of its
neighbor. The 4ckt scheme has the positive and negative dc supplies and two
grounds, G as a power ground and SG as signal ground. PAiA 9700 series power
supplies have separate connections for G and SG, but they do ultimately join at a
single point. If using a different supply with only a single ground/0vdc/circuit-common,
just run the two wires to this single node.
The 9771R-15 is a single-space FracRak format module with dual-polarity, regulated
fifteen volt DC outputs at up to 600mA each. It has twelve power connection taps and
will support an FR-7 FracRak full of 9700 series modules. The 9770R-15, now
provided with a 16VAC wall-mounted transformer, provides dual-polarity fifteen volt DC
outputs at up to 300mA each. It can be mounted in the FR-7 rack-ear area with the
FR-PWP accessory and does not occupy any of the ten available spaces. It has six
connection taps which limits the number of direct connections from modules; however
examples follow for getting around this limitation. Dual, twelve volt supplies may be
used too, but they must be regulated. The present nine-module set of new 9700
Series modules needs about 140mA per supply.
9771-15 http://www.paia.com/proddetail.asp?prod=9771-15
9770R-15 http://www.paia.com/proddetail.asp?prod=9770R-15
FR-PWP http://www.paia.com/proddetail.asp?prod=FR-PWP
This first example of a power distribution scheme uses four, five-lug terminal strips to
extend the four circuits of a 9770 Series power supply to reach a set of the new 9700
Series modules. The middle of the five terminals is the same metal as the mounting
hole that extends at a right-angle from the base of the strip, so it is not used so as to
keep the power supply circuits isolated from the chassis if it is metal. Lengths of
insulated wire were prepared and used to link the rivet-holes of the lugs, one to the
next, for the four strips, for each of the four circuits V+, G, SG, and V-. Radio Shack
has these strips in a four-pack for about $2.
The power supply attaches as one end and three sets of three power supply connector
cables solder to the lugs of the other three strips. This example has the cables left at
their maximum lengths, but they may be trimmed to be shorter but not so short that the
module can't be detached from the chassis if not accessible from the rear. The excess
was coiled and some short lengths of insulated solid wire used to wrap opposing sides
of the coils together.
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Power Buss with Wires/Terminal-strips

Use sets of four insulated wire lengths, measured to extend slightly more than the
span from one strip to the next, strip the insulation to be slightly short of the span, and
with the wires smoothed, straightened, and their ends positioned to rest in strip rivetholes. The end not receiving an extending set of wires is soldered and the next set
prepared and added in a similar fashion. Finally, the last set of wires is soldered to the
end strip. The lugs of the strips can then hold several power connector cable sets,
with the terminations soldered. A single 9790 Power Connector Cable Assembly, or
direct wiring, is used to join the buss to the power supply.
9790 http://www.paia.com/proddetail.asp?prod=9790

Prototype Strip Board Four-circuit Supply Extender

This second example uses prototyping board with copper strips linking holes on the
board. It has been cut to a four-wide strip and has connectors (vertical, four-pin 0.1”
spaced headers) so the modules can be unplugged at this end too, or instead of at the
module. Low value, 0.01 to 0.1 uF capacitors have been added between taps for
increased filtering of the supplies. Use of nylon hardware prevents short circuits and a
means of mounting to the case.
Prototyping strip board such as model ST3U or ST6U by BusBoard Prototype Systems
and available at Mouser can be cut down to hold the connectors used in the PAiA
system. The four strips are wired to terminals and a housing (or a 9790) for
connection with a header on a PAiA power supply.
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